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SSSI
SAC

PROW
!Y Archaeology

The woodland is highly visible and contributes to the
setting for Perth & the River Tay. The continuous cover
reduces the relevance of traditional landscape analysis
using CGIs. Internal views, and views out across the
surrounding landscape from within the woodland are
more likely to be dynamic/significant.
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S Slope constraint for harvesting

Full woodland area is an ancient woodland site. 
Area included within AGLV

!i
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Area of FC cliff within SSSI. 
Currently not managed as very
difficult to access these steep 
and unstable slopes.

The main access points for walkers are
the two car parks.  Feedback from public
consultation suggests that Kinnoull is
seen as more managed and accessible,
with Deuchny being perceived as less
accessible, quieter and more natural,
even though it is a focus for forest
operations and has reasonable areas of
currently unthinned sitka spruce forest.

Path upgrade suggested by public

M

M Mountain Bike Area

There is some friction between different user
groups at specific points. These are typically
issues that arise between bikes, horses, dog
walkers and general walkers, including the
condition of the paths and conflicts where
people are surprised by the sudden
appearance of bikes or horses.

Many of the recreational users of the woodland
use the woodland regularly, and have a strong
sense of ownership of the woodland. This
manifests itself positively in terms of pro-active
site policing which reduces anti-social
behaviour and enhances site safety. An
expansion of the woodlands user base may
create friction with regular local users. The Hill Fort site (SAM) has the 

potential to offer an excellent 
viewpoint.

The small curling pond is a much visited 
feature, that was frequently mentioned 
during public consultation.

Arboretum site

"iCONic" conifer conservation
site proposed for woodland.

Integration of management of adjacent
woodland brings mutual advantage.

B

B Old Beech Tree, viewpoint. Also 
friction point between walkers & 
mountain bikers.

Silvicultural Issues.
Continuous cover  (CC) silviculture has been practised successfully for many
years within the woodlands and is ideally suited to the recreational
environment. In a recreational environment, traditional continuous cover
practices need to be modified to create a diversity of woodland types. Open
stands of mature timber with a limited understorey are greatly appreciated by
recreational users, but in sucessional terms this may represent a less than
optimal situation. A mix of CC types to create diversity is required, with areas
of denser mixed aged crop interspersed with open mature stands. The time
frame window for establishing regeneration in these mature open stands is
wide, so many of these areas could continue as open stands for many years
before action is taken to open the stands and encourage regeneration.

Key Silvicultural Issues to consider are:
Western Hemlock and beechs potential to dominate CC.
Limited species range in many areas.
Heavily thinned Sitka Spruce (SS) areas vulnerable to windblow.
Unthinned, or lightly thinned crops on steeper slopes.
Unthinned young SS crops
Management of open larch areas with dense moss/grass flora.
Potential and application of enrichment planting.
Micro-management of path environment.
Management of quality hardwoods at Binn Hill & Kinnoull Cliffs.
Non-intervention areas on upper parts of Cliff zone.

Scheduled Ancient Monument (SAM)

Windblown Area Jan 2012
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Full woodland area is an ancient woodland site

Path upgrade suggested by public

Perth lies around 7km 
to the west of St Madoes

Paddockmuir Woodland zones 
Area 1
Area 2
Area 3

Margin between farmland and reedbed 
comprises a high, well drained bank with 
varied mixed NBL of some antiquity.

The raised embankment has an existing 
old path winding its way through old 
woodland. The path is functional for 
the level of use, it is well worn and well 
drained and provides good intermittent 
views across the reedbeds.

The good NBL woodland linkages 
to the east do not continue along 
the embankment to the west of 
Paddockmuir.

The NBL margin along the edge of the reedbad 
would generally increase ecological diversity and 
shelter for small passerines, although there may 
be some adverse impacts by creating perches for 
raptors/corvids. The raptor interest includes 
sea eagle and peregrine amongst others.

The wood has limited landscape impact.
The internal landscape is pleasing but limited by
small scale of woodland. Good path and ecological
linkages to the east, with the wood being used on a
regular basis by small numbers of local walkers.

Paddockmuir

Paddockmuir can be divided into 3 Areas according to age and woodland characteristics.
The climax woodland type would tend towards W8 with areas of W6. Many of the trees are
important bat roosts
Area 1 is an area of pure oak planted in 1951. The area is well drained and is not liable to
seepage from the landfill to the north. While many of the trees are showing good growth,
some are exhibiting dieback. The proximity of agricultural land to the north may make the
area vulnerable to spray drift.The area has been well thinned.
Area 2 is mixed NBL dating from 1951, with older elements. The nurse crop of conifers has
been almost totally removed. Ash &sycamore regeneration present. The main N/S aligned
drains are deep and have good flow, but the cross drains running E/W are shallow and have
become blocked by leaf fall & past thinning operations.
Area 3 is better drained due to the raised bank and cross drains along road. Very attractive
mix of species with substantial regeneration. Linkages to NBL to east and the proximity of
reedbed add ecological and aesthetic value. Species present include: cherry, elm, lime, oak,
holly, beech, sycamore and ash. Sycamore may come to dominate over time. The
Rhododendron has been treated effectively, but there is some evidence of regrowth/seeding.
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Legend

Features valued by the public
!\ Views out from woodland
!H Mountain bike trails
!m Pond

Big beech tree

!Ï iCONic trees site 
for taxodium

PROW
Existing FC Roads

Based on Community Drop In 
Event (6th & 7th Jan 2012)
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Improvements Across General Areas

Location of Suggested Improvments
(See Number Key on Left)

Possible New Strategic Path Links
PROW
FC Roads

Area could be opened up to horseriders
More dog mess bins in this area

Map 3a: Recreation: Site 
Specific Improvements 
Suggested by the Public
Based on Community Drop In 
Event (6th & 7th Jan 2012)
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Paddockmuir

Oak dominant on western side.
Species diversity increases to
east end of wood.

Compartments
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Paddockmuir

Compartments

PLYR
1900
1901 - 1930
1931 - 1937
1938 - 1942
1943 - 1968
1969 - 1980
1981 - 1991
1992 - 1996
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Existing FE Roads

S
Other Broadleaves

Small scale, sensitive, thinning or tree 
management carried out to achieve 
specific recreational objectives.

Area of SP with poor regeneration and potential
broom/gorse competition. Horse activity may aid
regeneration by ground disturbance if cyclical. Light thinning
to reduce risk of broom explosion. Area may regenerate with
DF from adjacent stand.

The northern end of this area has open glades with NS, thin
sensitively to retain glades and clumps of NS. The southern
end of this area is self thinned DF which would benefit from
a thinning in the near future.

The Pine areas in the NE area have been well
thinned and regeneration is starting to show in the
group felled areas. The result is ideally suited to the
perception of a wilder woodland area.

Area of mixed species. Thin to favour pockets of
pure SS and BI for visual impact and diversity.

Thin to retain MC diversity.

Light thinning to retain L stand as
open woodland with limited
regeneration at this stage.

Thin pole stage SS to begin conversion to CC.
Areas of heather check in centre of area could be
thinned heavily to create open heathy glades.
Pathside margins should be diversified with open
ground pockets and groups of supressed NBL freed
from competition. Consider evolution to an Irregular
Shelterwood approach at end of plan period.

Create stand of specimen conifers
with light regeneration during plan period.

On steeper slopes thinning options are constrained, but areas previously thinned
should be managed as a simple uniform shelterwood system on a long thinning
cycle. An area of unthinned mature SS lies on a steep slope adjacent to an area of
windblow (Jan 2012), due to stability issues this area should be felled during
windblow clearance operations. The cleared windblow area would be expected to
regenerate following the vigorous ground disturbance, but this area would also
represent an opportunity to increase species diversity with enrichment planting of a
range of underrepresented broadleaves and specimen conifer species. The well
thinned SS and L areas will require no further management during the plan period
apart from the removal of windblown timber. Regeneration under these well thinned
stands would be expected to be significant.

Manage area to create
stand of specimen SS.

NBL area contains a high proportion of SS and WH at the
east end. Area is suited to a selection system, although a
uniform thinning will be required to initiate the process.
Retain mix of SS, MB and transient glades. Selective
removal of young WH at north end.

Thin mixed SS & BI to
create discrete pockets
of pure SS and BI for
visual contrast.

S
S

S S
S

SS: Sitka Spruce
Bi: Birch
DF: Douglas Fir
WH: Western Hemlock
MB: Mixed Broadleaves
NBL: Native Broadleaves
NS: Norway Spruce
CC: Continuous Cover Forestry 

Rapidly growing SS will
obscure views from Hilltop
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Pines
Spruces
Larches
Other Conifer
Oak
Beech

Existing FE Roads

Other Broadleaves

Re-route exisiting track 
to avoid badger sett.

Irregular shelterwood system 
to encourage ash regeneration.

Retain SP as seed tree element 
to create more winter colour and 
variety.

Uniform shelterwood with ash, sycamore 
and beech as the main regenerating species. 
Consider small scale enrichment planting of 
mixed conifer to create more winter colour.

Timber loading bay upgrade required.

Forwarder track extension (Indicative)

Timber loading bay/turning area required.
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The attractive mix of species in area 3 could become 
dominated by sycamore over time. Rhododendron has 
been effectively treated, but a follow up treatment is 
required to eliminate the regrowth/newly seeded plants. 
A good candidate for a light touch, single tree selection system, 
with the objective of harvesting good quality stems, retaining 
species diversity, increasing age diversity and controlling
sycamore populations.

Area 1 has been well thinned and would benefit 
from further active management to seek to reduce 
the impact of dieback. This would concentrate growth 
on the viable trees. Potential for good quality timber 
in the long term, subject to progression of dieback. 
Little evidence of regeneration.

Area 2 could benefit from opening and deepening the drains 
aligned East to West that have become blocked by leaf fall and 
past thinning operations. This would improve tree growth and 
reduce ground damage from thinning operations. May be subject 
to runoff from the landfill to the north. Light thinning due to 
dieback and open nature of stand.

Forwarder track extension (Indicative)

Paddockmuir management zones 
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Map 7: Concept. 
Zone 1. Kinnoull

See also Visitor Zone Map M3b
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Map 7a: Concept. 
Zone 2. Deuchny
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See also Visitor Zone Map M3b
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Map 7b: Concept. 
Zone 3. Binn Hill
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Zone 4. Paddockmuir
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Forwarder/Skidder track extension

Compartments

Group shelterwood
Uniform shelterwood
Irregular shelterwood (general)
Single Tree Selection
Natural Reserve

Clearfell Phase 1: 2012 - 2016

See Appendix 3 for stand specific detail 
on Continuous Forestry prescriptions
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Irregular shelterwood (general)
Single Tree Selection

See Appendix 3 for stand specific detail 
on Continuous Forestry System
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Remove SS to leave any stable SP. Remove/or pile brash in
small neat piles for aesthetics/wildlife. Regeneration from
adjacent NBL could be anticipated, ground conditions
conducive to regeneration, and high public use would limit
browsing damage. Path closure and re-routing necessary.

Light thinning of larch, and removal
of regen blocking veiwpoint

Initiate light thinning
selectively removing WH/LC.
Path closure/re-routing
required

Clear NS windblow.
 Anticipated regen SP & BI

Uniform thinning to remove WH and
create mix of glades, BI, SS and Be.
Longer term management is as a
selection system.

Clear windblow and scattered fallen SS in surrounding area.
Fell unthinned SS on steep slope. Regen WRC, larch & birch.                                               

Thin MC area

Thin MC areaThin unthinned
DF and MC area.

Clear viewpoints around Fort

Begin thinning of young SS & MC to initiate CC.
Enhance pathside environment by creating
small glades running into the forest and to
favour viable NBL. Consider open heath
habitat where crop is checked.

Phase 1 Clearfell. Timing 
linked to thinning programme

Single Tree Selection
Irregular Shelterwood

Selective thin to create
discrete areas of SS and BI


